The Bulletin of Tibetology seeks to serve the specialist as well as the general reader with an interest in this field of study. The motif portraying the Stupa on the mountains suggests the dimensions of the field.
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HUGH EDWARD RICHARDSON Held diplomatic assignments in Lhasa (1938-40 & 1946-50) and Chungking (1942-44); reputed for linguistic abilities, knows several Asian languages, speaks Lhasa cockney and reads classical Tibetan with native intonation, conversed with the Panchen Lama in Bengali; was (1961-62) Visiting Professor in Tibetan language and history at University of Washington, Seattle, USA; recipient of the Gold Medal of the Royal Central Asian Society, UK; leading authority on history of Tibet, ancient as well as modern.

LAMA ANAGARIK GOVINDA An Indian national of European (German) descent and Buddhist (Mahayana) faith, began as a student of humanities in Western disciplines (Fribourg, Naples and Cagliari), switched over to Buddhist literature studying Pali in Ceylon and Burma and Sanskrit & Tibetan in India, sometimes lecturer at Indian Universities (Patna and Visva-bharathi); well known authority on Buddhist psychology, mysticism and symbolism; spent several years in Tibet for initiation into Kagyupa Order; was a pupil of Tomo Gache Rimpochhe, Acharya, Aye Maitreya Mantra, Almora, India.

SURRELL V. WYLIE Scholar in Chinese and Tibetan languages; began as a Sinologist; later studied Tibetan history and culture with Professor Giuseppe Tucci in Rome and learned Tibetan language with Lamas in Darjeeling; well-known for his work on Tibetan geographical literature; specializes in social, economic and administrative history of Tibet; Associate Professor of Tibetan Language and Civilization and Executive Chairman of Inner Asia Project, University of Washington, Seattle, USA.

BUDDHA PRAKASA Well known scholar in ancient Indian history and culture; authority on ancient geography of India and adjoining countries; has been Professor of Ancient Indian History in several Indian Universities, at present Director, Institute of Indian Studies, Kurukshetra University, Punjab.

NIRMAL CHANDRA SARKAR, Nanka Director: Nangyal Institute of Tibetology; formerly teacher of history, University of Calcutta and editor, National Archives of India.
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